By Fourier's theorem 1 , signals can be decomposed into a sum of sinusoids of different frequencies. This is especially relevant for hearing, because the inner ear performs a form of mechanical Fourier transform by mapping frequencies along the length of the cochlear partition. An alternative signal decomposition, originated by Hilbert 2 , is to factor a signal into the product of a slowly varying envelope and a rapidly varying fine time structure. Neurons in the auditory brainstem 3 -6 sensitive to these features have been found in mammalian physiological studies. To investigate the relative perceptual importance of envelope and fine structure, we synthesized stimuli that we call 'auditory chimaeras' , which have the envelope of one sound and the fine structure of another. Here we show that the envelope is most important for speech reception, and the fine structure is most important for pitch perception and sound localization. When the two features are in conflict, the sound of speech is heard at a location determined by the fine structure, but the words are identified according to the envelope. This finding reveals a possible acoustic basis for the hypothesized 'what' and 'where' pathways in the auditory cortex 7 -10 . Combinations of features from different sounds have been used in the past to produce new, hybrid sounds for use in electronic music 11, 12 . Our aim in combining features from different sounds was to study the perceptual relevance of the envelope and fine structure in different acoustic situations. To synthesize auditory chimaeras, two sound waveforms are used as inputs. A bank of band-pass filters is used to split each sound into 1 to 64 complementary frequency bands spanning the range 80 -8,820 Hz. Such splitting into frequency bands resembles the Fourier analysis performed by the cochlea and by processors for cochlear implants. The output of each filter is factored into its envelope and fine structure using the Hilbert transform (see Methods). The envelope of each filter output from the first sound is then multiplied by the fine structure of the corresponding filter output from the second sound. These products are finally summed over all frequency bands to produce an auditory chimaera that is made up of the envelope of the first sound and the fine structure of the second sound in each band. The primary variable in this study is the number of frequency bands, which is inversely related to the width of each band. A block diagram of chimaera synthesis is shown in Fig. 1 with example waveforms for a single frequency band. For an audio demonstration of auditory chimaeras, see ref. 13.
By Fourier's theorem 1 , signals can be decomposed into a sum of sinusoids of different frequencies. This is especially relevant for hearing, because the inner ear performs a form of mechanical Fourier transform by mapping frequencies along the length of the cochlear partition. An alternative signal decomposition, originated by Hilbert 2 , is to factor a signal into the product of a slowly varying envelope and a rapidly varying fine time structure. Neurons in the auditory brainstem 3 -6 sensitive to these features have been found in mammalian physiological studies. To investigate the relative perceptual importance of envelope and fine structure, we synthesized stimuli that we call 'auditory chimaeras' , which have the envelope of one sound and the fine structure of another. Here we show that the envelope is most important for speech reception, and the fine structure is most important for pitch perception and sound localization. When the two features are in conflict, the sound of speech is heard at a location determined by the fine structure, but the words are identified according to the envelope. This finding reveals a possible acoustic basis for the hypothesized 'what' and 'where' pathways in the auditory cortex 7 -10 . Combinations of features from different sounds have been used in the past to produce new, hybrid sounds for use in electronic music 11, 12 . Our aim in combining features from different sounds was to study the perceptual relevance of the envelope and fine structure in different acoustic situations. To synthesize auditory chimaeras, two sound waveforms are used as inputs. A bank of band-pass filters is used to split each sound into 1 to 64 complementary frequency bands spanning the range 80 -8,820 Hz. Such splitting into frequency bands resembles the Fourier analysis performed by the cochlea and by processors for cochlear implants. The output of each filter is factored into its envelope and fine structure using the Hilbert transform (see Methods). The envelope of each filter output from the first sound is then multiplied by the fine structure of the corresponding filter output from the second sound. These products are finally summed over all frequency bands to produce an auditory chimaera that is made up of the envelope of the first sound and the fine structure of the second sound in each band. The primary variable in this study is the number of frequency bands, which is inversely related to the width of each band. A block diagram of chimaera synthesis is shown in Fig. 1 with example waveforms for a single frequency band. For an audio demonstration of auditory chimaeras, see ref. 13 .
Speech is a robust signal that can be perturbed in many different ways while remaining intelligible 14, 15 . Speech chimaeras were created by combining either a speech sentence and noise or by combining two separate speech sentences. The speech material comprised sentences from the Hearing in Noise Test (HINT) 16 . Speech -noise chimaeras were synthesized from individual HINT sentences and spectrally matched noise. These chimaeras contain speech information in either their envelope or their fine structure. Speech-speech chimaeras were synthesized from two different HINT sentences of similar duration. The envelope of each speech -speech chimaera contains information about one utterance; its fine structure contains information about another.
Listening tests with speech -noise chimaeras showed that speech reception is highly dependent on the number of frequency bands used for synthesis (Fig. 2) . When speech information is contained solely in the envelope, speech reception is poor with one or two frequency bands and improves as the number of bands increases. Good performance (.85% word recognition) is achieved with as few as four frequency bands, consistent with previous findings that bands of noise modulated by speech envelope can produce good speech reception with very limited spectral information 17 . In contrast, when speech information is only contained in the fine structure, speech reception is generally better with fewer frequency bands. The best performance is achieved with two bands; performance then deteriorates as the number of bands increases until, with eight or more bands, there is essentially no speech reception. Good performance with one and two frequency bands of fine structure is consistent with previous findings that peak-clipping (which flattens out the envelope) does not severely degrade speech reception 14 .
Poorer performance with increasing numbers of bands is consistent with the auditory system's insensitivity to the fine structure of critical-band signals at high frequencies 18 . Speech -speech chimaeras measure the relative salience of the speech information transmitted through the envelope and fine structure when the two types of information are conflicting. Even though speech -speech chimaeras are constructed with two distinct utterances, listeners almost invariably heard words from only one of the two sentences. In general, the speech information contained in the envelope dominated the information contained in the fine structure. Speech reception based on the fine structure was much poorer with speech -speech chimaeras than with speech -noise chimaeras, and was only above chance with one and two frequency bands. Speech reception based on envelope information was also degraded, but not as severely, and performance still exceeded 80% with eight or more frequency bands. Thus, envelope information in speech is more resistant to conflicting fine-structure information from another sentence than vice versa.
We used a melody recognition task to assess pitch perception of complex harmonic sounds. For this purpose, we synthesized chimaeras based on two different melodies, one in the envelope and the other in the fine structure. Melody -melody chimaeras show a reversal in the relative importance of envelope and fine structure when compared to speech -speech chimaeras (Fig. 3) . Listeners always heard the melody based on the fine structure with up to 32 frequency bands. With 48 and 64 frequency bands, however, they identified the envelope-based melody more often than they did the melody based on fine structure. In responses to these melodymelody chimaeras, subjects sometimes reported hearing two melodies and often picked the two melodies represented in the envelope and the fine structure, respectively. This can be seen in the data with 16 to 48 frequency bands where scores based on envelope and fine structure add up to more than 100% correct.
The crossover point, where the envelope begins to dominate over the fine structure, occurs for a much higher number of frequency bands (about 40) for melody -melody chimaeras than it does for speech -speech and speech -noise chimaeras, further suggesting that speech reception depends primarily on envelope information in broad frequency bands. For melody recognition, this crossover occurs approximately when the bandwidths of the bandpass filters become narrower than the critical bandwidths. For such narrow bandwidths, precise information about the frequency of each spectral component, and hence the overall pitch, is available in the spectral distribution of the envelopes.
Sound localization in the horizontal plane is based on interaural differences in time and level. Interaural time differences (ITD) are the dominant cue for low-frequency sounds such as speech 19 . A delay of 700 ms was introduced into either the right or left channel of each HINT sentence to create ITDs that would produce completely lateralized sound images. To synthesize dichotic chimaeras, a sentence with an ITD pointing to the right was combined with a sentence having an ITD pointing to the left to produce a chimaera with its envelope information pointing to one side and its fine structure pointing to the other side. Two types of dichotic chimaeras were constructed, one using the same sentence for both the envelope and fine structure, and the other using different sentences. Lateralization of dichotic chimaeras was always based on the ITD of the fine structure (Fig. 4) , consistent with results using non-speech stimuli 20, 21 . Chimaeras synthesized with a small number of frequency bands were difficult to lateralize, but lateralization improved with increasing number of bands. Dichotic chimaeras based on the same sentence in the envelope and fine structure were more easily lateralized than those based on two different sentences.
When dichotic chimaeras based on different sentences were presented, listeners were asked to pick which of the two sentences they heard in addition to reporting the lateral position of the sound image. Consistent with our results for speech -speech chimaeras, subjects most often heard the sentence based on the fine structure with one and two frequency bands, whereas they heard the sentence based on the envelope for four or more bands. With eight or more frequency bands, subjects clearly identified the sentence based on the envelope but lateralized the speech to the side to which the fine structure was pointing. Thus the fine structure determines 'where' the sound is heard, whereas the envelope determines 'what' sentence is heard. In this respect, auditory chimaeras are consistent with evidence for separate 'where' and 'what' pathways in the auditory cortex 7 -10 . The Hilbert transform provides a mathematically rigorous definition of envelope and fine structure free of arbitrary parameters. The squared Hilbert envelope contains frequencies up to the bandwidth of the original signal. Thus, for low numbers of frequency bands (less than about six), and hence large filter bandwidths, the fluctuations in the envelope can become rather rapid, making the functional distinction between fine structure and envelope based on fluctuation rate difficult. One of our most important findings is that the perceptual importance of the envelope increases with the number of frequency bands, while that of the fine structure diminishes (Figs 2 and 3 ). Had we used a different technique (such as rectification followed by low-pass filtering) to extract a smoother envelope, the smooth envelope would have contained even less information for small numbers of frequency bands, and therefore its perceptual importance would probably have been even smaller. Furthermore, a previous study 17 has indicated that eliminating all rapid envelope fluctuations from bands of noise modulated by speech envelope has little or no effect on speech letters to nature reception. Thus, for our purposes, it is valid to consider the envelope as slowly varying relative to the fine structure.
Cochlear implants are prosthetic devices that seek to restore hearing in the profoundly deaf by stimulating the auditory nerve via electrodes inserted into the cochlea. Current processors for cochlear implants discard the fine time structure, and present only about six to eight bands of envelope information 22 . Our results suggest that modifying cochlear implant processors to deliver fine-structure information may improve patients' pitch perception and sensitivity to ITD. Better pitch perception should benefit music appreciation. It should also help convey prosody cues in speech and may enhance speech reception among speakers of tonal languages, such as Mandarin Chinese, where pitch is used to distinguish different words. Better ITD sensitivity may help the increasing number of patients with bilateral cochlear implants in taking advantage of binaural cues that normal-hearing listeners use to distinguish speech among competing sound sources. Strategies for improving the representation of fine structure in cochlear implants have been proposed 23 and supported by single-unit data 24 . A
Methods

Stimulus synthesis
The perfect-reconstruction digital filter banks used for chimaera synthesis spanned the range 80-8,820 Hz, spaced in equal steps along the cochlear frequency map 25 (nearly logarithmic frequency spacing). For example, with six bands, the cutoff frequencies were 80, 260, 600, 1,240, 2,420, 4,650 and 8,820 Hz. The transition over which adjacent filters overlap significantly was 25% of the bandwidth of the narrowest filter in the bank (the lowest in frequency). Thus, for the six band case, each filter transition was 45 Hz wide.
To compute the envelope and fine structure in each band, we used the analytic signal 26 sðtÞ ¼ s r ðtÞ þ is i ðtÞ, where s r (t) is the filter output in one band, s i (t) the Hilbert transform of s r (t), and i ¼ ffiffiffiffiffi ffi ÿ1 p . The Hilbert envelope is the magnitude of the analytic signal, aðtÞ ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi s 2 r ðtÞ þ s 2 i ðtÞ p . The fine structure is cos f(t), where fðtÞ ¼ arctanðs i ðtÞ=s r ðtÞÞ is the phase of the analytic signal. The original signal can be reconstructed as s r ðtÞ ¼ aðtÞ cos fðtÞ. In practice, the Hilbert transform was combined with the band-pass filtering operation using complex filters whose real and imaginary (subscripts r, i) parts are in quadrature 27 .
Subjects and procedure
Six native speakers of American English with normal hearing thresholds participated in each part of the study. Five of these subjects participated in the entire series of tests. Speech reception, melody recognition, and lateralization tests were conducted separately. Within each individual experiment, the order of all conditions was randomized. Stimuli were presented in a soundproof booth through headphones at a root-mean-square sound pressure level of 67 dB.
In the speech reception experiment, subjects listened to the processed sentences and were instructed to type the words they heard into a computer. Each subject listened to a total of 273 speech chimaeras with an additional seven for training. Speech reception was measured as percentage words correct. 'The' , 'a' and 'an' were not scored. When speechspeech chimaeras were used, each word in a subject's response could count for either a sentence in the envelope or in the fine structure, but this condition rarely occurred in practice.
Before the melody recognition experiment, each subject selected ten melodies that he/ she was familiar with. Each melody was taken from a set of 34 simple melodies with all rhythmic information removed 28 , consisting of 16 equal-duration notes and synthesized with MIDI software that used samples of a grand piano. During the experiment, subjects selected from their own list of ten melodies which one(s) they heard on each trial. Melodies were scored as percentage correct even when subjects reported multiple melodies in a single trial without penalty for incorrect responses.
In the lateralization experiment, subjects used a seven-point scale to rate the lateral position of the sound image inside the head. This scale ranges from -3 to þ3, with -3 corresponding to the left ear and þ3 to the right ear. Lateralization scores were averaged for each condition. In addition, subjects had to select which of two possible sentences they heard, one choice corresponding to the envelope and the other one to the fine structure. The hippocampus is widely believed to be involved in the storage or consolidation of long-term memories 1 -4 . Several reports have shown short-term changes in single hippocampal unit activity during memory and plasticity experiments 5 -12 , but there has been no experimental demonstration of long-term persistent changes in neuronal activity in any region except primary cortical areas 13 -16 . Here we report that, in rats repeatedly exposed to two differently shaped environments, the hippocampal-place-cell representations of those environments gradually and incrementally diverge; this divergence is specific to environmental shape, occurs independently of explicit reward, persists for periods of at least one month, and transfers to new enclosures of the same shape. These results indicate that place cells may be a neural substrate for long-term incidental learning, and demonstrate the long-term stability of an experience-dependent firing pattern in the hippocampal formation.
In rats, hippocampal lesions cause deficits in spatial behaviour 2,17 -20 . One of the major behavioural correlates of the firing of hippocampal pyramidal cells is the animal's location. Previous experimental and theoretical work suggests that the major determinant of the location and shape of place-cell firing fields is the distance from two or more walls in particular directions 21, 22 . This theory predicts that these cells will have related patterns of firing in enclosures of different shape. We tested this prediction (see Methods 'preliminary experiment' and Supplementary Information) and found, in each of seven rats, that place fields were very similar on initial exposure to square and circular boxes (Fig.  1a) . 73% of the cells (48/66) had 'homotopic' fields in both shapes (that is, in the same location, see Methods for definition of 'homotopic'). Other environmental manipulations, such as translation (Fig. 1b), removal (Fig. 1c) , and reconfiguration of the box into shapes other than squares and circles (not shown), showed that firing patterns relate to the box walls and not to other cues in the testing arena. This finding of similarity across shapes conflicts with earlier experiments 7, 23 , performed on animals that had had considerable experience of the testing enclosures. We asked whether experience was the critical factor in producing neuronal discrimination between different shapes.
We recorded hippocampal CA1 cells from a new group of three animals during repeated exposures to different shapes of enclosure (see Methods 'main experiment'). Recording was performed during the animals' entire experience (up to three weeks) of these enclosures: unlike previous studies (for example, refs 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 21, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30) , there was no unrecorded training phase. Four boxes were used: two identical circular-walled, and two identical square-walled boxes (hereafter simply 'circle' and 'square'), all made of the same materials so that discrimination on the basis of geometry could be separated from discrimination on the basis of other differences between boxes.
We recorded on successive days monitoring the activity of the same group of neurons where possible, in some cases following individual cells for over a week. In other cases we obtained different samples from the same overall population. Either way, on the first day the firing patterns in the two shapes were similar, replicating our previous work; on later trials, the patterns diverged while those in Figure 1 Similarity of spatial firing during early exposure to circular-and square-walled enclosures. a, Similar place fields of 10 representative simultaneously recorded CA1 neurons in circle and square. Probe trials on two different groups of cells (b, c) show that this similarity is determined by box walls rather than similar sets of background cues in the testing arena in both circle and square conditions. Box-wall translation by 40 cm (b) eastwards (upper right) or southwards (lower left) does not affect firing fields relative to the box frame, while box-wall removal (c) induces remapping. Fields with less than a 1.0-Hz peak rate are not shown.
